Inspired by MartinLogan’s ultra-high-end electrostatic loudspeakers, the Motion® Series was
created to provide stunning sound for your ultimate-performance home theater or stereo.
MartinLogan’s dedicated in-house engineers carefully crafted the Motion Series to create an extremely affordable and
compact product line that seamlessly blends our exquisite Folded Motion™ transducers with powerful, compact bass
technology. The result is a smooth, refined sound with stunning dynamic range and jaw-dropping clarity. Included here
are just a few of the outstanding awards and accolades the Motion Series has received.

April 2013
http://bit.ly/2jSAVaV
“I see it as a gateway speaker to the MartinLogan brand...
it’s one of the best wall-mounted speakers I’ve reviewed.
They’re beauties to look at, with a high-gloss finish to match
that of any flat-panel TV. The Folded Motion Tweeter is more
refined than those used in other wall-mounts I’ve heard, and
the Motion SLMs produced much better depth of image than
other on-walls... All in all, an easy recommendation.”
– Vince Hanada

June 2014
http://bit.ly/2z3FoQg
“… the Motion SLM-XL speakers are
the best-sounding on-wall speakers I’ve heard at or anywhere
near their price. The speaker’s versatility for use as a center
channel and/or surround -- as well as its ability to be placed
on the wall, desktop, or floor -- make it a superb value. If you
are looking for a great pair of low-profile speakers to match
with your flat-panel TV, you owe it to yourself to take the SLMXLs for a spin and see if they’re right for you.” – Myron Ho
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May 2019
http://bit.ly/2JoOvAw
“There’s a lot more to this ultra-slim passive
soundbar than meets the eye. While
it’s a compact and classy alternative to
conventional left/centre/right speakers,
the Motion SLM X3 also makes the most of
musical fare.” – Deon Schoeman

November 2017
http://bit.ly/2nSXdhr
“The MartinLogan Motion SLM X3 is
wonderful solution for the movie lover that
has not the floor space or budget for large
speakers. Featuring the Folded Motion
Transducer and advanced mid-range divers,
the MartinLogan Motion SLM X3 delivers
highly detailed sound for movie and video
soundtracks.” – Francisco Licon

October 2017
http://bit.ly/2krkYbd
“Motion SLM X3 gave every extraterrestrial
effect and every musical note its due.
And once I was plonked down on my
own keister with a movie of enormous
fun, I forgot to worry about the sound -- I
sat back and enjoyed it. Nothing could
recommend the Motion SLM X3 more.”
– Kevin East

April 2018
http://bit.ly/2HoreLf
“Though priced at the upper end of
the soundbar spectrum, the SLM X3 is
a premium solution. It’s like three highperformance MartinLogan speakers,
tailor-fit into a compact housing. They
refer to it as an “Ultra-Slim Folded Motion
speaker”. This is a premium product from
one of audios finest companies. Highly
recommended.” – Jeff Dorgay

SLM X3
Horizontal, On-wall or Off-wall

SLM XL
Horizontal or Vertical
On-wall or Off-wall

SLM
Horizontal or Vertical
On-wall or Off-wall

